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INTRODUCTION

Around the world the proportion of older people is 
growing, and this group is accessing the World Wide 
Web more and more for a variety of purposes including 

“older person,” but for the purposes of this article we 

of age and no longer in the full-time workforce. The 
proportion of older people in Australia will increase 

(1998) notes that since the nineteenth century there has 
been a “longevity revolution” in the Western world. 

age group living in non-metropolitan areas has seen 
the greatest rate of growth (Foskey 1998). 

Figures from the Australian Bureau of Statistics 
(ABS) indicate that older people are taking up Internet 
technology at a rapid rate, but that their use of the In-
ternet for electronic commerce (e-commerce) activities 
remains quite low, with older people forming just 1% 
of the total number of adult Internet shoppers (Austra-

-
dividual older people often have particular needs that 
differ from those of younger people, and it appears 
that use of the Internet may help with some of these. 
As people grow older they can become physically less 

paying, from home. In other words, e-commerce has 
something useful to offer them. The research literature 

on the Ageing, 2000b; Mitchell, 2000; Lloyd, 2001), 
however, and also data from an Older Person Focus 
Group in Melbourne (Council on the Ageing, 2000a), 

-
merce by older people. 

This article investigates older people’s use of the 
GreyPath portal (www.greypath.com) and what they 
might get out of this use. We will argue that the people 
who use this portal constitute a virtual community

although the site is based in Australia, this virtual com-
munity extends also to people from other parts of the 
world. GreyPath is, of course, not the only site designed 
for older people. Other sites that provide useful informa-
tion and services for Australian seniors include: www.
govolunteer.com.au, www.seniorcomputing.org, www.
goldenage.com.au and www.liswa.wa.gov.au/websites-
sen.html. Sites in the USA include: www.wiredseniors.
com/ and www.seniorsites.com/. From Canada www.
healthservices.gov.bc.ca/seniors/sites.html and www.
ottawaseniors.com/links/browse.php?cat=30 are also of 
interest, and this is just a small sample of the available 
sites around the world.

VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES AND THE
INTERNET

community is: “a group 
of people having cultural, religious, ethnic or other 
characteristics in common” (Collins Publishers, 1992). 
A virtual community is a group of people who share 
a common interest or bond, but rather than meeting 
physically they form “communities that cross geo-
graphical, social, cultural and economic boundaries” 
(Matathia, 1998, p. 156) and communicate via the 

p. 10). Some examples of virtual communities on the 
Internet include the group of older people who share 
a common life stage, music lovers with an affection 
for a particular genre, and teenagers battling through 
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“the trials and tribulations of adolescence” (Matathia, 
1998, p. 156). Barnatt (1998) suggests that there are two 
categories of virtual community: off-line and online. 
Both categories of virtual community share common 
interests and bonds but online, Internet-based virtual 
communities today “allow a wide range of global 
individuals to argue, share information, make friends, 

socially-compelling common on-line arena.” In con-
trast, members of an off-line virtual community do not 
communicate directly with one another but are reliant 
on “broadcast” mediums such as newspapers, TV and 
radio to sustain their common interests or bonds. 

The group of Australian older people who use the 
Web, and in the case of this article in particular the 
GreyPath portal, share the common bond of ageing
(Bosler 2001) and can be considered to form an online 
virtual community. Matathia (1998) suggests that these 
online relationships can be every bit as strong and per-
manent as their “real world” counterparts. Individuals 
in this group, prior to accessing the Internet, would 

of older Australian people.

THE NEEDS OF OLDER PEOPLE

Older people have many needs, and a recent study in 
the United States showed a wide range of responses in 
terms of the concerns of older people (Wenger, 1997). 
It revealed that physical and mental health along with 
mobility concerns were paramount and showed a larger 
degree of consensus across the sample. Financial se-

curity is seen as particularly important by older people 
who, in retirement, need to be assured of adequate 
income to maintain their lifestyle. Many older people 
in Australia, as well as in Europe and North America, 

-
ing so seek appropriate investment information (Cutler, 
1997; Manchester, 1997).

THE GREYPATH PORTAL

The GreyPath portal concept was devised by Ray Lewis, 
himself a senior, who perceived a need for an Internet 
portal dedicated to other older Australians, and as a 
consequence he developed the GreyPath portal (Lewis 
2002). A Web portal can be seen as a special Web site 
designed to give access to all network-accessible re-
sources whether involving intranets, extranets, or the 
Internet (Tatnall, 2005). There are many different types 
of portal including: general portals, community portals, 
vertical industry portals, horizontal industry portals, 
enterprise information portals, e-marketplace portals, 
personal/mobile portals, information portals and niche 

a community portal.
Lewis (2002) describes GreyPath as “a uniquely 

styled, demographically inclusive, user-friendly, seniors 
web portal and virtual community that has been designed 

quality of their lives.” GreyPath aims to encourage site 

and participation from its constituency. The portal re-
ceives some half a million hits per month, constituting 
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